The free deltoid flap: microscopic anatomy studies and clinical application to oral cavity reconstruction.
The deltoid free flap is a fasciocutaneous flap that should be thin, hairless, of an adequate size, and capable of sensory reinnervation. Because of its excellent color-matching and texture-matching characteristics, it has recently been widely used for the reconstruction of soft-tissue defects during oral and maxillofacial surgery. Furthermore, a characteristic of oral and maxillofacial soft-tissue defects is that they are not large; therefore, flap size will be small, allowing the donor site to be directly closed. Because of natural variation in parts of the anatomy, there has sometimes been great difficulty in clinical application. The authors decided to study this by performing anatomical studies of the deltoid region on 21 cadavers. The result indicates that the pedicle of the deltoid free flap penetrates the "quadrangular space" in 90 percent of cases but passes and does not penetrate the quadrangular space in the remaining cases. The authors also confirmed that the skin has a vascular network comprising five layers and, furthermore, that the vascular network of the deep fascia is dense. The authors also report six cases of its clinical use complicated by anatomic variation and local infection in which the deltoid flap showed a completely successful outcome.